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Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to provide a written outline record of an oral
presentation given at the General Aviation Drag Reduction Workshop.
Historical Review of Multi-Jet Engine Installations
Airplane performance is achieved thru a combination of aerodynamics and
propulsion. In terms of the propulsion system, airplane configurations--be they
powered by propellers or jets--are developed around the characteristics of a specific
engine. For this reason, the integration of the powerplant and the airframe is truly
the cornerstone of the aircraft design. The introduction and continued development
of the turbine engine has only served to emphasize the importance of achieving a
successful engine/airframe interface.
The beginning of the jet age took place on August 27, 1939, when the German
Helnkel HE-178 research airplane made its first flight. This airplane was powered by a
single gas turbine engine having a thrust of about 1,100 pounds.
The next jet airplane--and the first twin engine jet--was another Helnkel
design, the He-280. Powered by two 1,320 pound thrust engines, this airplane made
its |nltial fllght in Apr|l 1941.
The next jet to fly was the Messerschmiff Me262, which was powered by two
1,850 pound thrust axial flow turbine engines, wlth the first flight occurring in July
1942. The Me262 certainly ranks as one of the most advanced aircraft designs to be
developed during the Second World War and it also has the dlstlnctlon of being the
first jet aircraft to reach operational status.
By the end of the war, the German aviation industry had developed several
jet aircraft designs. Examples of actual production flight hardware include the
single-engine He-162 fighter and the twin-englne AR234 bomber.
The first allied jet to fly was the British Gloster E28/29. Thls airplane,
powered by a single 860 pound thrust gas turbine engine, designed by Frank Whittle,
made its initial flight in May 1941.
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TheUnited Statesentry into the jet era took place on October 1, 1942, when
the twln-englne Bell XP-59A "Airacomet" took to the air.
The second American jet to fly was the single-englned Lockheed XP-80, with
this flight taking place in ,June 1944. Neither the P-59 or the P-80 were tosee
combat in World War II, however, in November 1950, in the skies over Korea, an
F-80 became the winner of the first all-jet aerial combat by downing a Russian built
MIG-15.
The post-war years ushered in a whole new era in aircraft design. Examples
of some of the multl-engine airplanes flown in this period include the twin-engine
B-43, the three-engined B-51, the four-engined B-45 and B-46, the slx-englned
B-47 and B-48, and the eight-engined B-52.
[n July 1949, the four-engined deHavilland Comet 1 made its first flight
and the dawn of commercial jet transportation had begun. America's first jet trans-
port was the Boeing 707 which made its maiden flight in July 1954, with the first 707
transatlantic service beginning in October 1958. The introduction of jet service on
this transatlantic route reduced the flight time from twelve hours to seven hours.
In May 1955, the French entered the commercial transport field wi th the
Sud-Aviatlon Caravelle. The Caravelle, with its two jet engines mounted on the aft
fuselage, represented a design innovation that is still in vogue some twenty years
later. The commercial aft-engine jet transports that have been developed thru the
years include the following:
Sud-Aviatlon Caravel le
BAC- 11
Douglas DC-9
Fokker F-28
TU-134
Yak-40(3-englne)
Yak-42 (3-englne)
Boeing 727
Hawker Siddeley Trident (3-englne)
TU-154 (3-engine)
llyushln 11-62 (4-englne)
BAC VC-10 (4-engine)
It is perhaps of historical interest to note that the original patent for the
Caravelle design was filed in November 1951, and _as entitled "improvements in
Aeroplanes Propelled by Several ,Jet Engines."
Development of Business Jet Aircraft
With the successful introduction and acceptance of commercial jet transports
it was only a question of time until the performance potential of turbine power was
applied to the general aviation airplane.
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Theorigin of the businessjet can be traced to the four-place, French built
Morane-Saulnier MS760, which first flew in mid-1954. However, a 1955 attempt by
Beech Aircraft to market this alrplane in North America can best be described as
unsuccessful.
The next airplane to enter the small jet transport arena was the Lockheed
Jetstar, with the original twln-englned prototype flying in September 1957. The
Jetstar was orlglnally designed for the military market in response to the UCX program
for a small jet transport with the eventual outcome of this effort being the four-engined
C-140.
The ne0_t airplane to come along was the North American Sabreliner flying in
September 1958, as an entry into the military UTX competition for a trainer category
airplane.
The third small transport took to the air in February 1959, when the four-
engined McDonnell Model 220 flew, with this airplane also competing for the UCX
contract.
in the final analysis, the Jetstar won the UCX race, the Sabreliner took the
UTX contract and McDonnell dropped the Model 220 program.
The next period of activity in this field took place in 1962, when the first
deHavilland DH 125 flew. The following year, 1963, produced a bumper crop of
airplanes with the first flights of the Jet Commander, the French designed Mystere 20,
and the Lear Jet taking place. The swept-forward wlng German Hansa Jet and the
Italian PD808 made their first fl|ghts in 1964. A new era in blg business jets began
when the Grumman Gulfstream [] made its initial flight in 1966. The latest business
jets to join the field include the Cessna Citation, the Falcon 10, and the Corvette.
All of these business jets (with the exception of the MS760 and the McDonnell
220) are of the aft fuselage mounted engine configuration.
While the large commercial transports and the smaller business jets are similar
in configuration, there is a difference between the two designs. Specifically the
aft-engined transport aircraft tend to have the nacelles located well aft of the wing
trailing edge, for example the DC-9 and 727. In the case of the smaller airplanes,
the nacelles are located quite close to the wing and in several designs the nacelles
overlap the wing. Because of the proximity of the nacelles to the wing, the business
jet offers same challenging design problems in terms of achieving a minimum drag
configuration.
Also, the trend in business aircraft design has been towards the incorporation
of high bypass fan engines. These engines, with their larger physical size, make it
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very difficult to arrive at a wing mountedenginearrangementthat is compatible with
a high performance business .jet design. Thus, the aft-engined airplane appears to be
a viable configuration in the years ahead.
A good example of the size impact of a turbofan engine is shown by the Learjet
testbed airplane which incorporated the General Electric CJ610 turbojet engine on one
side and the AiResearch TFE 731 turbofan engine on the other side.
Current BusinessJet Engine Installations
Slides number 44 through 50 provide installation photos of varlous turbojet/
turbofan aft fuselage mounted engine arrangements on current business jet designs.
Comments on some of the aerodynamic aspects of the instal latlons were
offered.
Aft- Engine Nacel le Drag Considerations
Viewgraph 1_ presents sketches of a long fan duct and a short fan duct nacelle
considered for the FTE 731 installation on the Learjet Model 35/36.
Viewgraph 2 presents a typlcal nacelle configuration trade-off that can be made
for various design studies.
Viewgraph 3 presents wing pressure distribution as affected by nacelle position
(data from Reference 9).
Viewgraph 4 presents typical nacelle drag characteristics for a turbojet engine
installation and Viewgraph 5 shows the drag characteristics for a turbofan nacelle.
Viewgraphs 6 and 7 show some nacelle geometry configurations.
Viewgraphs 8 thru 12 present some nacelle drag results obtained with various
nacelle locations.
Third- Engine Location
For a three-engined airplane there are two rather obvious locations for two of
the engines, elther on the aft fuselage or wing mounted. As for the third engine,
there are also at least two options with examples being the S-duct (727, L-1011 ) or
the straight-through duct (DC-10).
There appears to be little published information on comparisons between these
two types of installations. Boeing has reported (Reference 18) that their studies have
shown that the welght/performance trade between the S-duct and stralght-duct is about
even. Design studies conducted by Lockheed have shown that the S-duct offers better
*Viewgraphs not included in written version For proprietary reasons.
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overall performancethana straight-duct. On the other hand, McDonnell-Douglas
studieshave identified the performanceimprovementsof the straight-duct over the
S-duct.
Thefinal choicefor the type of third engine installation is not completely
clear, however, in terms of numerical numbers the S-duct is the winner. If the
weight and drag are in fact an even trade between the two concepts, then other
installation factors will dictate the final selection. In fact, as part of the Advanced
Transport Technology (ATT) studies, United Airlines (Reference 20) preferred the
S-duct from an engine maintenance viewpoint due to the lower engine position.
In the small transport category of aircraft, both the proposed Cessna 700 and
the Falcon 50 have elected to utilize the S-duct arrangement.
In terms of an historical viewpoint the Martin XB-5], which flew in October
1951 _ had its third engine located in the rear fuselage with inlet air being provided
via an S-duct configuration.
From the civil aviation standpoint, Sud-Aviatlon applied in December 1951, for
a patent covering '°Impravements in Aircraft Equipped with a Propelling Motor at the
Rear" with this patent cavering various S-duct configurations.
Slides number 62-67 provide illustrations of various thlrd-englne installations.
Viewgraphs 13 thru 15 provide additional information of S-duct configurations.
R & D Study Recommendations
a) There appears to be a need and requirement to investigate the inter-
ference drag of nacelle configurations mounted on the aft fuselage with
specific emphasis on configurations having the nacelle in close proximity
to the wing.
b) For high bypass ratio turbofan engines the drag interference problem
of the short cowl nacelle on the aft fuselage should be examined.
c) There appears to be a need for published research information on the
aerodynamics of S-ducts and other third-engine installation aerodynamics.
Reference Material
The foil owing reference material presents some sources containing information
relating to the overall subject of aft-engine installations and basic nacelle design
considerations.
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